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Intro &
Solution
Motivation

Intro

What is ModelOps?

ModelOps is a discipline that addresses the
governance and lifecycle management of a
portfolio of productionized AI / ML or other
complex models.

Initial model
deployment

ModelOps descends from familiar practices in
the software development world, and similarly
seeks to capture opportunities for improved
value, quality, and efficiency.

Ongoing automated
monitoring
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Evaluation and
performance
check-ins

Continuous
retraining and
redeployment
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Intro

The value of ModelOps is clear, but adoption remains low
More and more organizations rely on a portfolio of advanced models for
decision making, but few are implementing ModelOps practices, resulting in
missed opportunities at every stage of the model lifecycle

ModelOps captures more
value faster
Companies are creating and deploying AI
models using approaches fit for software
development, like scrum or DevOps. PwC can
help clients transition to ModelOps processes
in order to prevent missed opportunities and
value decay

Business Value
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Poor production
handoffs

Lack of model Little / no maintenance or
monitoring
retraining

Missed
Opportunities
Delayed
efforts

Undeployed
models

Intro

Why did we build this solution?
In collaboration with our ModelOps practice, PwC sought
a way to demonstrate the value of ModelOps practices for
our clients, many of whom have an expanding model
portfolio and are experiencing challenges:

1

Simulation allows us to
Reflect the complex dynamics of a development team,
internal priorities and resource constraints, and external
pressures (e.g., regulatory expectations)

Value Decay
Visualize the model portfolio in an appealing and easily
understandable way

2

Unintentional functionality

3

Hidden infrastructure debt

Demonstrate the value and cost of implementing various
ModelOps capabilities, separately or in combination

4

Process alignment costs

Quantify outcomes by incorporating real client data

5

Development lifecycle breakdowns
Help clients test and experiment with different possibilities
as a decision making tool

Solution
Overview

Key solution components
The model lifecycle
Represented as a process flow, this lets us describe the typical lifecycle an AI/ML
model goes through

The models themselves
Represented as agents in our simulation, each model agent has a statechart that
lets us track its operational status

Usage dynamics: prediction volume,
model performance, and user base
Using stock-and-flow models and a Bass diffusion, we can realistically represent
the interplay of model performance, user adoption, and usage volume

ModelOps capabilities
Five distinct ModelOps capabilities, each represented as a stock-and-flow, allow
us to model various levels of investment and maturity

Solution

Solution

At the portfolio level, we simulate the typical model lifecycle…

Models are prioritized from an idea
backlog, then built and deployed into
production.

Idea
backlog

Model
build

Eventually, models become
obsolete or are retired for
other reasons.

Model
deployment

Models in
production

Repair issues

While in production, models
periodically experience issues that
cause them to go offline

Model
retirement

Conduct
retraining

Models undergo periodic retraining
to maintain their performance and
predictive power

Solution

At the portfolio level, we simulate the typical model lifecycle…
and the dynamics of the model portfolio and the development team
A team of developers work to build and maintain the model portfolio.

Idea
backlog

Model
build
activities

Priority #4

Model
deployment
activities

Models living
in production

Model
retirement

Priority #3

Repair issues

Priority #1

Conduct
retraining

Priority #2

Developers will always
prioritize the
maintenance of existing
production models, only
developing new models when
they have extra capacity

Solution

At the model level, we simulate the model’s functional state
Ideally, models spend most of their time online
and available to make predictions

The model enters production

Model is Online
An issue
takes the
model offline

Model is oﬄine
while the issue is
resolved

Scheduled retraining

Model is online
and available to
make predictions

Scheduled
retraining occurs
Retraining is
completed

If it’s time to retrain
the model

If it’s not yet time to
retrain
A drift event occurs
and the model’s
performance is
impacted

The drift is
addressed by
retraining

Model is oﬄine
while drift is
investigated and
addressed

All models experience performance decay over time.
When a model experiences a drift event, its predictive
power can be significantly reduced. In this case, the
model may have to go offline while the cause of the drift
is investigated and the model is refined or retrained

However, issues
occur - for
example, some part
of the model
pipeline might
break and cause the
model to be offline
and unable to
make
predictions

To ground the simulation in business imperatives, we want to know
the total value and cost generated by each model

Solution

The value and cost generated by each model depends on three factors:

User Base

Prediction Volume

Value and Cost per Prediction

Number of people using the
model each day

Number of predictions each
user makes per day

The value of each prediction served
And the cost of each prediction served

Aggregating across all models gives the total net value of the model portfolio

Underlying each of these components is the model’s predictive power

Solution

Machine learning models never perform as well as
their first day in production!
Part of the discipline of ModelOps is to address this natural
performance decay that occurs over time for all models.

We introduce a decay factor into the model, which represents how much the model’s performance has degraded since
it was evaluated before deployment.
Our decay factor can exert negative impact on all three elements of our business calculation:
User Base

Prediction Volume

Value and Cost per Prediction

User base and user adoption are modeled through a Bass diffusion

User Base

Performance decay impacts a model’s
effectiveness, because no one is
interested in using a bad model!

Solution

Each model has its own user
base, and user adoption is
directly affected by the model’s
predictive power.

Portfolio Value
Each model’s user base
contributes to the total portfolio
value and cost

Average prediction volume is also impacted by model performance
If a model is rarely online/available, users
will begin to use it less and less frequently,
perhaps they will even stop using it
completely (abandonment)

Prediction Volume

Solution

Each model has an average
prediction volume per user, per
day; this volume is directly
affected by the model’s
predictive power as well as its
proportion of online time (time
it is available to serve
predictions)

Portfolio Value

Average number of predictions a user wishes to make
each day will be affected by the predictive power of the
model - users will use bad models less and less frequently
(and possibly abandon them)

Each model’s usage volume
contributes to the total portfolio
value and cost

The solution allows simulation of five specific ModelOps capabilities

Automation may include standardizing and
automation activities related to model build,
deployment, scheduled retraining, and some
types of issue detection and resolution

Automation

Monitoring

Solution

Automated monitoring allows developers to be
alerted sooner to drift events or other
performance decay, reducing the total damage
to the model’s predictive power and allowing
earlier intervention and resolution

ModelOps
Model
Rollback
Rollback allows a previous image or
version of a model to be brought online
while the current version of the model is
being retrained or repaired due to
performance drift or another issue

Model
Lineage

Autoscaling

Autoscaling allows the model to
automatically increase the volume
of predictions / inferences it can
handle per day in response to
increasing demand

Lineage and versioning between models allows
the team to respond to regulatory and
compliance requests (e.g., documentation,
transparency / visibility / explainability) and
reduce the likelihood of a model being taken
oﬄine due to a regulatory or compliance issue

Each ModelOps capability is modeled as a stock-and-flow

The user can select a maximum level of investment
into a particular ModelOps capability, simulating
decision making about the complexity of the
capability that will be implemented

A flow rate allows us to reflect the fact that
implementation of functionality takes time, so
that we can divert resources and delay
realization of benefits in a realistic way

Solution

LET’S GO TO A
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Simulation of system dynamics shows how value and cost may change

The user base grows when
● Model predictive power is high (drift is detected
and addressed quickly, trust in the model is high and
new users are more likely to adopt it)

User
Base

The simulation models user
adoption, and does not include
user churn; this is addressed
through the potential flatlining
of prediction volumes per day

Prediction volume per user grows when
● Model predictive power is high (drift is detected
and addressed quickly)
● The model is online more than it is offline (issues
happen less frequently and are resolved more quickly)

Prediction
Volume

Prediction volume per user declines when
● The model is offline more than it is online
(issues are happening more often or not being
resolved quickly enough)
● Predictions per user may eventually fall to
zero, reflecting abandonment of the model

The simulation does not consider how
value or cost per inference may
increase over time; this is addressed
through growth in user base and
prediction volume

Value per
Prediction

Value per prediction may be reduced when
● The model is offline and a previous version of the
model is operating in its place (only if model
rollback is enabled)
● The model is experiencing drift that has not yet
been repaired and its predictive power is decayed

Each ModelOps capability affects the model portfolio in different ways

Automation of build,
deploy, retrain, and
issue resolution

Developer Time Allocation /
Balancing

Model Oﬄine Time

Reduces time spent on resolving
issues and retraining to allow for
more innovation and new model
development

Oﬄine time will generally be
decreased, as issues are resolved
more quickly and some types of
issues occur less frequently

Value per Inference

New User Adoption

Oﬄine time is substantially or
completely reduced, due to having a
previous version of the model online

May temporarily reduce a
model’s value per inference
slightly, while an older version
is online serving predictions

Indirectly supports new user
adoption by reducing oﬄine time

Automated monitoring

Reduces oﬄine time by preventing a
model from being taken oﬄine due to
a major drift event

Prevents value per inference
from falling due to
performance decay

Supports increased rates of new
user adoption by maintaining
strong model performance

Lineage and
versioning

Potentially reduces oﬄine time due
to better ability to respond to
regulatory requests and prevent
models from being taken oﬄine for
compliance or regulatory reasons

Indirectly supports new user
adoption by reducing oﬄine time

Indirectly decreases oﬄine time by
preventing the model from
experiencing issues related to
overwhelming demand

Indirectly supports new user
adoption by reducing oﬄine time

Reduces time spent on resolving
issues related to overwhelming
demand

Inference / Prediction
Volume per User

Indirectly supports new user
adoption by reducing oﬄine time

Rollback to a previous
model image or
version

Autoscaling of
prediction capacity

Appendix

Supports increased prediction
volumes by maintaining strong
model performance

Can help increase prediction
volume by fully meeting demand;
indirectly increases prediction
volume by reducing oﬄine time

